Study on tourism crisis alarming model based on data mining
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Abstract

The article systematically analyzed the actuality and modality of Chinese listed corporations’ tourism crisis, and discussed the reason of this problem appeared and the method how to resolve. The necessities of establish forewarning model in forecasting and avoiding tourism crisis were clarified; Tourism crisis forewarning models in existence were reviewed; several forewarning models using Enterprise Miner module in SAS were established. Compared with the existing models, such as discriminate analysis models, Logistic models and Neural Network models, the models in this article possessed many advantages and could be used more perfectly on forewarning purpose.
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1 Current matters of Chinese tourism crisis

With the rapid development of tourism industry and the growth of risk that our human society have been up against, various crisis tampers with the working order of tourism industry and economy frequently. Because of the high industry-relationship character of the tourism industry and the influence of "butterfly effect", a tiny crisis case will bring on the large-scale decline of tourism industry and economy [1]. The tourism crisis management becomes one of the most popular research subjects. Based on the different character and effect system of tourism crisis in different tour destinations, a territorial tourism crisis management will make great significance to the development of the tourism and economy.

There are several definitions on tourism crisis in China and abroad, most of them give this concept from modality of tourism crisis, such as bankrupt, default preference stock dividend and incapacity to liquidate debt. Corporations are considered plunged in tourism crisis in case one of above phenomenon occurred. The humidity of tourism crisis is a violent eruption of tourism risks with the characters of extremely worsens tourism status, payment crisis and even bankruptcy [2].

Tourism status of Chinese listed corporations should be concerned. Such matters as blow might appeared in some degree if the tourism crisis happened: incapacity repaying debt, excessive cashing out, lacking cash payment, mint investment but no income product no market, merchandise keeping long in stock, main operation severely shrinking, involved in lawsuit payment, etc

The reason of Chinese listed corporations’ tourism crisis happened included such factors as nation’s macro management and macro-economy factor, security market limitation factor and corporate governance factor.

Chinese economic and account law system were imperfect and lacking of law basis in the process of necessary management and supervising. Sometimes nation’s tourism policies and domain policies were even likely to solicit tourism crisis in related corporations. Depression and prosper of Macro economy would influence the status of corporations greatly.

In conclusion, management and supervise system of nation should be perfected and the active measures should also be taken by corporations according to the variation of nation’s policy and macro-economical environment.

With the rapid development of Information Technology and significant improvement of management theory research, Information Technology has been paid more and more attention in the area of enterprise management decision. Confronting the fierce competition in the market, [3] the enterprise makes increasing requirements for risk management, therefore how to evaluate the existing tourism risks objectively and timely forewarning in the enterprise management process becomes the goal the enterprise is always seeking for. The traditional methods for tourism risk analysis and forewarning include statistical analysis method and neural network model, however with the enlargement of the enterprise in scale and more frequent information disclosure, the traditional statistical analysis methods have been unable to meet the requirement of massive data analysis; also the neural network model doesn't consider the time continuity of tourism data. In addition, the enterprise tourism risk analysis and forewarning research is influenced by a variety of internal and external factors with high uncertainty, however, the excellent performance of data mining technology in uncertainty theoretical study makes them closely linked. In order to solve the above problems existed in the traditional methods, after further research on the association rule mining methods, we present 3 improved algorithms based on new association rules, which improved the mining efficiency greatly.

Poor efficiency of the information in security market and the defect in the process of stock coming into the market resulted in many troubles such as falsehood action of listed corporations and failure of annex function between corporations [4]. These limitation factors in security market resulted that neither sides of the interest groups done their best to increase corporation’s value.

Some measures to perfect Chinese security market should be taken as follows: perfecting stock coming system, establishing and perfecting stock law, setting up the exiting
mechanism based on the variation of market and the system, taking efforts to develop institution investor.

2 Governance factor

Defect of corporation governance factor is one of fundamental reasons in Chinese listed corporation tourism crisis. The structure of corporate ownership affected the formation, the operation and the performance of corporate governance. Differ corporate ownership structure cause differ corporate governance. The shortcomings of Chinese listed corporations’ ownership structure were presented as follows: administrative decline possessed by national shares holders, excessive proportion of national shares which causes the biggest shareholders controlled the corporations, non-standard operation of directorate, lacking of inspiring and restricting mechanism. It’s the main reason of

Chinese list corporations’ tourism crisis that the irrationality of the ownership structure affected the value of corporation and the shareholders’ benefit.

Incremental mining strategy based on time series is shown in Figure 1. Some tasks should be done to perfect Chinese listed corporations’ ownership structure: reducing the proportion of national shares, setting up independent director system, establishing manager stock future system.

Tourism crisis forewarning models could forecast and control such matters as management failure and tourism misplaying, and it also provide important information’s to decision-maker, investor and debate. It’s necessary to establish tourism crisis forewarning models to perfect the stock market.

Data mining.

Most tourism crisis forewarning models are based on Data Mining techniques. Data Mining can pick-up concealed, unknown but valuable information from those abundant imperfect, noise, fuzzy and random data, and conclude this data into structure models. Data Mining emphasizes particularly on the future instance and the reason of those happened. Data Mining is a cross subject, so it’s combination of several specialty techniques. The task of Data Mining includes description, association analysis, classification and prediction, clustering and outlier.

Data Mining Technology.

Data mining techniques can be classified into Stat. Analysis Data Mining techniques, knowledge discovery Data Mining techniques and other Data Mining techniques.

1) Stat. analysis Data Mining techniques include regression analysis, time-series analysis and multi analysis, etc. Many Data Mining models are established based on Stat. Analysis. Stat. Analysis is a success Data Mining technique [5].

2) Knowledge discovery Data Mining techniques include instance-based learning, Neural Network, decision tree, expert system, probability rule, fuzzy logic and evolutionery Computation, etc. Application process of Data Mining include confirming object, data preparation, founding model, data mining, analyzing result and knowledge application.

\[
P(X_\alpha, \beta) = F(\alpha + \beta X_i)
\]

\[
F(\alpha + \beta X_i) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\alpha - \beta X_i}}
\]

where \(P(X, \beta)\) is the probability in Equation (1), \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are the indexing, respectively, of the sample, as shown in Equation (2).

\[
L(\alpha, \beta) = \prod_{i=1}^{n} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\alpha - \beta X_i}} \right] \prod_{i=1}^{n} \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\alpha - \beta X_i}} \right]
\]

where \(L\) is the sum of alarming value, is shown in Equation (3).

3 Tourism crisis model

Discriminate analysis distinguished which sort of the research objects belonged to, and it was used in the entire early tourism crisis forewarning models. Early tourism crisis forewarning models include single variable models and multi-variable models. Single variable models forecasted tourism crisis through analyzing single tourism ratios’ trend, it was effect in some way but existed limitations. Multi-variable models are a multi member function that is adding powered multi-kind tourism ratios to produce overall score for forecasting the possibility of tourism crisis. The first multi-variable models for forecasting tourism crisis is Z-score model established by American scholar, Altman (1968) [6]. It's a much influenced model in tourism crisis forewarning. Exploiter bank of Japan model and F-score model are all based on Z-score model.

There are two unconquerable limitation in discriminate analysis tourism crisis forewarning models:

1) Fixed influence. Boundary effect of any explaining variables should be fixed. This problem existed in linear functions, but it's unconformity to reality.

2) Entirely linear compensate matter. This matter exists in any linear functions. In order to overcome these limitations, logistic regression models were established and solved this problem [7].

\[
R = \sum_{d=1}^{e+1} \left( \frac{d}{k} \right) \times \sum_{j=0}^{d-k} \left( \frac{d-k}{j} \right) = 3^d - 2^{d+1} + 1
\]

Then, we use Equation (4) to draw the Apriori, IUA, HIUA and compared them with each other as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3.
The most influenced 19 tourism indexes were confirmed by Principal Component Analysis' characteristic vector and principal components' contribution ratios. Five quarters' integration scores show that nearly half of the corporation's integration scores were negative in either quarter. A corporation has a negative integration score did not mean definitely that the corporation was in tourism crisis, but it should be taken more attention.

Run time of software is shown in Figure 4. Two sorts of listed corporations' tourism status in forecasting spot were marked based on the results of Principal Component Analysis. These two sorts were taken as forecasting target variables, and the 19 tourism indexes were taken as input variables. Logistic Regression and Decision Tree were used to forecast listed corporations' tourism status. Decision Tree is an inductive arithmetic based on instance, and it can deduced classification rules from a sort of cases without order and regulation. Three kinds of Decision Tree arithmetic were adopted in this article. Three kinds of arithmetic were all creditable because little difference of error rates could be found among them. Decision Tree arithmetic is a favourable method because it estimate listed corporations' tourism status expeditiously according to a few of tourism index. Those corporations might not in the status of tourism crisis definitely even though they were labelled poor tourism status, it's necessary to analyze further.

In conclusion, the error rate of Decision Tree was less than that of Logistic, and the forecasting effect of Decision Tree was better than that of Logistic.

Neural Network is information operation system that can imitate brain's structure and function. In Linear Regression and Neural Network models, every corporation's integration score was taken as target variables and the 19 tourism indexes were taken as input variables. Linear Regression model is simple and efficient, and it can estimate tourism status of listed corporations' tourism status in forecasting spot based on the results of Principal Component Analysis. These two sorts were taken as forecasting target variables. Interactive mining algorithms based on instance, and it can deduced classification rules from a sort of cases without order and regulation. Three kinds of interactive mining algorithms were adopted in this article. Three kinds of interactive mining algorithms were all creditable because little difference of error rates could be found among them. Interactive mining algorithms are a favourable method because it estimate listed corporations' tourism status expeditiously according to a few of tourism index. Those corporations might not in the status of tourism crisis definitely even though they were labelled poor tourism status, it's necessary to analyze further.

In conclusion, the error rate of Decision Tree was less than that of Logistic, and the forecasting effect of Decision Tree was better than that of Logistic.
different thresholds to get the ideal frequent item sets and association rule. The new algorithm is aimed to improve the association rule maintenance issues when the support threshold is changed. In other words, the previous algorithm involves scanning the database multiple times and repeated calculation issues while the users adjusted the threshold, so Hash based association rule interactive mining algorithm HIUA is proposed, which improves the pruning process of the original IUA algorithm and use Hash structure to quickly access to the support counting during the execution. By this way, the algorithm efficiency is improved.
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**FIGURE 5 PS-Tree**

In general, association rule mining algorithm assumes that the database is static, in the condition of specifying fixed threshold; it needs re-scan the database to compute new association rules once the database has been updated. Towards the above-mentioned association rule maintenance issues, we present an efficient association rule incremental updating algorithm based on PS-Tree (Figure 5) (IUPSES Miner) that only needs mining the new database. By merging the retained PS-Tree with the new PS-Tree to reduce the cost of scanning the original database and repeated calculation of associations, it efficiently maintained the previously discovered association rules and improved the algorithm efficiency.

The dynamic maintenance of association rules refers to the maintenance and update issues of association rules when both the database and support threshold are changed at the same time. The present mining methods usually have the problems that involve multiple scanning of database or repeatedly traversing the complex structure. In this paper, for the situations the database and support threshold are changed simultaneously, we present an association rule dynamic maintenance algorithm incremental mining, which uses the based on interactive mining already generated associations incremental mining and interactive mining. Basically the algorithm applies interactive mining to the original databases and then applies incremental mining to the new added databases using the new support threshold; furthermore, the efficiency is optimized and improved with Hash structure and pattern growth methods.

The objective of the enterprise tourism risk research is to constructing tourism risk index system, and then determines the high support patterns in the index system to help for the enterprise management decision. The traditional method for enterprise tourism risk is usually based on statistical analysis model, which drawback is many assumptions so that it cannot process mass data. Aim at the above-mentioned problems, association rule interactive mining is proposed in this paper, which choose multiple wider ranges of tourism indexes first, and then ultimately determine the most representative tourism risk indicator by mining the rules between all tourism indexes. The detailed steps can refer to the following: firstly establish tourism risk index system in which the selection of tourism index is based on variable correlation analysis; then build a risk conception hierarchical tree to find the rules between the finance risk indicators with interactive mining strategies of decreasing support threshold; finally, select the ST companies in the domestic listed companies for the empirical research of enterprise tourism risk analysis, and propose 10 key indicators that influence the enterprise tourism risk and suggestions for avoiding tourism risks.

The research of tourism crisis forecasting mainly focuses on tracking the tourism index fluctuations and trends, and the system is supposed to provide warning alert once the tourism index fluctuates beyond a certain range. The existing methods for tourism crisis forecasting are mainly based on artificial intelligence data mining models, which own the drawback that doesn't take the time continuity of the tourism index data into account. In this paper, considering the time series characteristic for the tourism index, we present a dynamic-maintained enterprise tourism crisis forecasting model based on time series. The concrete steps refer to the following: firstly construct the tourism data mining model based on time series; then based on time series incremental mining and interactive mining mechanism, find the rules between the tourism index and predict the development trend for the crisis enterprise with association rule dynamic maintenance mining; finally, we select the ST companies in the domestic listed companies for the empirical research of enterprise tourism crisis forecasting, and determine the key indicator to define different phase of crisis enterprise.

6 Conclusion

An integration score system of listed corporations’ tourism status was established using Principal Component Analysis. Compared with the existing systems, the system adopted more tourism indexes and was more niceties.

The most influenced 19 tourism indexes were defined using characteristic vector matrix and Principal Components’ contribution ratios in Principal Component analysis. The 19 tourism indexes involved the main seven aspects of listed corporation’s tourism status, and included almost all indexes relating to cash_flux and corporation growth.

Regression and Linear Regression forewarning model of tourism crisis were set up using the 19 tourism indexes. The veracity of the models was better than that of the existing models.

Decision Tree was used to forewarn tourism crisis, and three sorts of decision rule were defined using three decision tree arithmetic. This decision tree rules could be used conveniently in judging corporations’ tourism status. A Neural Network model was established. This model is advanced to the existing models. The existing models' input variables were chosen by subjective method by contrast, the 19 tourism indexes were taken as input variables
objectively in this article. On the other hand, the existing models status between good and bad, but the model in only distinguished the future tourism the article forecasted tourism status’ integrated scores.
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